Secondary Scheduling Advisory Work Group

Agenda 7/7/2020

1:00-1:05pm  Welcome (Almy)
1:05-1:10pm  Review Notes for the Steering Committee (Morse)
1:10-1:30pm  Dividing Students (Hood)
1:30-1:40pm  “Temperature Check” of where we are as a group (Almy)
1:40-1:50pm  BREAK
1:50-2:10pm  Breakout Group Discussion
2:20-2:40pm  Report out of Breakout Groups (Almy)
2:40-3:00pm  Review and Agenda preparation for Meeting #4

Facilitator: Dr. Joshua Almy (Deputy Superintendent)

Technical and other Supports: Donna Hood (Executive Director of HS Education) and Jason Morse (Executive Director of MS Education)

Organizational Leads and Recorders: Heather Duenaz and Shirley Walsh

Members: Melanie Bonanno (Student Interventions), Lesha Engels (CTE), Keith Hennig (Principal SHS), Erin Armstrong (Asst. Principal LHS), Danielle Zelinski (Athletics rep), Joan Lawson (Special Services), Katelyn Shriber (SHS parent rep) Kim Wilkinson (Issy parent rep), Carrie Reckling (Principal IMS), Michelle Caponigro (Principal PLMS), Ava Finn (SHS student), Neela Agarwal (SHS student), Esteban Ortiz (SHS student), Kim Michael (Student Information Systems), Sarah Gardner (SEIU Rep), Darcell Johnston (SEIU Rep), Wendy Cummins (IMS Parent), Stina Fluegge (MMS Parent), Emily Combellick (IEA Rep), Ben Reed (IEA Rep) Karen Sunmark (IEA Rep), Meg Lozada (IEA REP), Kristi Bennett (IEA Rep), Chloe Mendoza (LHS Student)